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Abstract
In this paper, we expand the analysis of intellectual property rights (IPRs) in free trade
agreements (FTAs) 2 undertaken by Puutio (2013). Our research is based on the AsiaPacific Trade and Investment Agreements Database (APTIAD) upon which we have built a
parallel database that documents trends in the inclusion of IPRs in FTAs in the Asia-Pacific
region.
We note that:
i.

ii.
iii.

Technological progress, digitalization and globalization generate constant
impetus towards international harmonization and increasingly complex IPRs
legislation;
FTAs are flexible venue for international IPRs norm-setting, which poses
significant challenges as well as opportunities; and
Forum shifting is best viewed as a rational response to private progress and
public stagnation.

We find that:
i.
ii.
iii.

Countries within the region have been involved in a growing number of bilateral
and regional preferential trade agreements;
FTAs cover an increasing amount of subject matter over time, in line with
technological progress and absorptive capacities; and
The stringency of IPRs in FTAs has grown; however, there is no clear evidence
of spiraling or ratcheting up across all development groupings.

In part I we discuss the foundations of assessing IPRs clauses in FTAs. In Part II we present
the current state of affairs in Asia and the Pacific.

Keywords: Intellectual property rights, free trade agreements, innovation, TRIPS
JEL: K33, K19
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Free trade agreements are used to refer to bi-, pluri- and multilateral treaties concerning trade, regardless of
language in the treaty title.
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PART I

Intellectual Property Rights in the trade context

1. Private progress and public stagnation: The perfect Storm
Intellectual property rights (IPRs) are by no means wedded to trade policy. The fact that the
most vigorous discussions of the future of intellectual property are held in connection to free
trade agreements is a conspiracy of current circumstances rather than an inextricable bond
between the two.
The most exigent circumstance is the tangible pressure of developing the rules to govern
production and consumption in the era of the fourth industrial revolution (Schwab, 2016).
Knowledge, connectivity and intangibles have already begun to take their place at the centre
of global economic activity. Further, it is all but certain that technological progress will
continue to expand the frontiers of electronic commerce and cross-boundary trade.
Consequently, goods and services that depend on IPRs such as patents, copyrights and
trademarks will increase their significance in global trade.
At the same time, we have witnessed an unforeseen growth of global value chains. For
completive multinational producers, geographical and legislative boundaries are hindrances
instead of opportunities. This is particularly true in digital goods and services, where
economies of scale outweigh the benefits of protectionism and isolation. Again, it is all but
certain that this process will only pick up steam as more and more countries reach the very
frontiers of development. Against this background we state our first hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1 (H1):
The complexity of IPRs components will increase in accordance to both the pace of
technological progress and the growth rate of absorptive capacities in emerging markets.
Tariffs, rules of origin and sanitary and phytosanitary measures (and other standards) are
more or less effective in controlling physical trade. However, such vintage trade regimes are
woefully inadequate to address modern trade in intellectual property rights based goods and
services. As a consequence, nations around the world have been searching for ways to
strike the correct balance between remunerating the creation and ownership of ideas, and
production.
Thus far, the multilateral level has been void of solutions. Indeed, the pace of multilateral
IPRs norm-setting in multilateral fora such as WTO and WIPO has been lamentable.3 At the
same time, the urgency to develop rules that govern newly established areas, e.g., digital
consumption of media, has only grown. It is only natural that governments would respond to
such an impasse by choosing the path of least resistance provided by FTAs.
FTAs are flexible instruments by their very nature.4 Because of their flexibility, FTAs have
been a welcoming venue for establishing IPRs rules that go well-beyond immediate trade
3

Post-TRIPS the WTO has been unable to produce a negotiated outcome during the Doha Rounds, and IPRs
have been side-lined with focus given to more consensus-friendly topics such as trade facilitation. While the
WIPO has continued to be active in multilateral norm-setting, the results such as the 2012 Beijing Treaty on
Audiovisual Performances have only limited reach and significance.
4
GATT Article XXIV and GATS Article V allow the inclusion of all subject matter in free trade agreements, they
do prohibit e.g. increasing the restrictiveness of duties and regulations through such arrangements.
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implications. To be sure, such “forum-shopping” 5 has attracted the ire of many who disdain
FTAs as underhanded tools for undermining global processes (Spenneman, 2009) and
circumventing national checks and balances for policy making (GRAIN, 2001). However,
numerous others have applauded regime shifting as a prudent response to practical realities
of industry and geopolitics (Plummer, 2012). As always, the truth is a mixture of both
opposing views.

2. Forum shifting: A problem or a solution?
Regardless of one’s inclinations, forum shopping is a real world phenomenon that requires
an explanation. Forum shopping is caused by institutional proliferation, differing preferences
and variance in negotiation powers and leverage, and it is in no way unique to IPRs
(Drezner, 2006). However, forum shopping in the area of IPRs has several unique features
and consequences that we must consider (Tirole, 2004).
First, FTAs are binding instruments that shape both national and international law. The
effects of FTAs most often manifest through legal reforms and the results of dispute
settlement mechanisms (Voon, 2007). In addition, FTAs can cause legislative frictions that
may prevent countries from undertaking further reforms in the future, effectively locking in
current regimes (Weatherall, 2016). Noting the difficulties in amending of withdrawing from
FTAs, IPRs norm-setting therein can have unintended consequences that are far-reaching in
terms of subject matter and time (MPI, 2012).
Secondly, currently in-force FTA obligations are notoriously difficult to map out. The
simultaneous existence of overlapping obligations and norms creates confusion, and leads
to the de facto dilution of legal effect of FTAs added to the “spaghetti bowl” (Jaeger, 2010).
In addition, TRIPS’ strict most-favoured-nation clauses further complicates the endeavour of
identifying given privileges and current obligations. As a result, the marginal benefits of each
additional FTA may fall short of its costs.
Setting IPRs-norms in FTAs may introduce significant biases to the process and outputs.
While IPRs touch upon aspect of modern life, including health, agriculture and electronics,
FTAs deal with trade. Consequently, the stakeholders, methodologies and underlying
principles that guide FTA negotiations differ from those involved in non-trade related aspects
of IPRs. In particular, trade-related fora often have stronger regulation, monitoring of
implementation and effective enforcement capabilities than other potential forums for
discussing IPRs (Grosse Ruse-Khan, 2011). Consequently, the FTA forum may introduce
serious conflicts of interest between IPRs and e.g., public health, biological diversity (MPI,
2012), and the trade-bias may result in treaties that ignore views and processes informed by
more socially driven objectives.
To be sure, FTAs represent negotiated outcomes. However, the very fact that IPRs are
negotiated in the FTA setting imply a certain imbalance of interest. Were interests fully
aligned, there would be no need for a treaty as one could expect national legislation to
reflect said interest without any added benefit from FTA obligations. Diverging interest are
5

Baumgartner, F. R. and B. D. Jones (1993). Agendas and instability in American politics. Chicago and London,
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often combined with imbalances of power – a consequence of a world where countries fall
along a wide spectrum of economic and social power.
The combination of such imbalances and the flexibility of FTAs can prove hazardous.
Traditionally, trade negotiations focused on regulations and norms that affected society
through access to imports and through the benefits of export performance. IPRs clauses are
far more consequential, having impacts on the access, creation and distribution of ideas and
knowledge that drive production and consumption in all sectors. Thus, the negotiation of
IPRs should be conducted in accordance to agreed principles and objectives (Hilty, 2014)
that ensure that no party agrees to any measures that may undermine long-term dynamic
growth at the expense of immediate market access.
Given that there are no multilateral solutions to pending regulatory IPRs dilemmas on the
horizon, it is not likely that IPRs will be downplayed in future FTAs (Correa, 2015). On the
contrary, given the difficulties of identifying and revising existing bi- and multilateral
obligations and the lack of multilateral solutions, we may formulate our second hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2 (H2):
In the absence of multilateral treaties governing IPRs, FTAs, and other flexible treaty
instruments dealing with international trade and investment will continue to include IPRs with
an increasing rate.

3. The inevitability of legislative progress
The numerous shortcomings and legislative hazards make a convincing case for arguing
that FTAs are the wrong forum for IPRs (Jaeger, 2010). However, in the current situation the
wrong forum may as well be the only forum for meaningful progress in international IPRs
norm setting.
The logical conclusion is to require remedies such as legal ceilings and standards that
protect essential flexibilities and safeguard policy-spaces (Grosse Ruse-Khan , Kur 2008). At
the same time, we should not enshrine TRIPS or impose a moratorium on IPRs normssetting per se (Mercurio, 2006). Indeed, like any other area of law, IPRs regimes will need
to develop and adapt and make the best of a sub-optimal norm setting environment.
In the case IPRs, the adaptation is likely to be towards greater harmonization and unity
rather than nationalistic fragmentation. In the end, human creativity and innovation can
effectively be incentivized through a handful of means, such as the recognition of intellectual
property rights. Consequently, as countries develop, they will by necessity need to address
the problems of incentivizing innovation and creativity through increasingly similar means.
Furthermore, globalization and the spread of digital economies will lead to a strong tendency
towards unitary legal conditions across markets. For multinational companies benefitting
from economies of scale legal variance poses costs rather than opportunities. The benefits
of organizing the majority of global production along value chains, and the enormous
economies of scale in the digital economies will lead to growing pressures for harmonization.

3

Consequently, we are bound to see convergence towards increasingly harmonized
processes and mechanisms over the long run. However, in the short run the process will
retain its “blossoming vitality and dynamism” which leads to legal fragmentation and a
distinct lack of coherence (Seuba, 2015). In the meantime, FTAs play a Janus-like role by
being an agent for both fragmentation and harmonization (Seuba, 2015).
Given such a theoretical background, “ratcheting up” (Drahos, 2009), “spiralling movements”
(Grosse Ruse-Khan and Kur, 2008) and “enclosure” (Yu, 2007) phenomena seem less like
rational choices of individual governments and more like a natural consequence of
globalized and digitalized markets. More importantly, from this viewpoint ratcheting up
ceases to be a dilemma and becomes an imperfect solution, that must be carefully
managed.
In the end, all negotiating parties are victims of the ratcheting effect, and none the
perpetrators. Consequently, the global discourse would benefit greatly from a stronger
recognition of the natural tendencies of international legislation on IPRs and digital
economies to coalesce, and we should emphasize the need to carefully vet the pressures
stemming from national interest groups in accordance with overarching social and economic
objectives. Finally, we may propose our third hypothesis.
Hypothesis 3 (H3):
Increasing globalization and digitalization of markets will lead to further harmonization of
IPRs within countries in similar development stages, and will cause a tendency for
increasing stringency of IPRs provisions within all country groups with most developed
countries leading the process.
All in all, a multilateral solution would always be preferable. However, given practical realities
this this is unattainable in the short run. In the meantime, IPRs will have to be dealt with in
manner that addresses both short-term concerns and ensures long-term flexibility.
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PART II

Asia-Pacific countries as active participants in IPR
inclusive agreements
1. Summary of main findings

We now turn to provide an extensive overview of the current state of IPRs in Asia-Pacific
FTAs currently in force. We extend the previous work by an enhanced and we critically
assess the three hypothesis made in Part I and attempt to ascertain whether:
i.
ii.

iii.

The inclusion of IPRs components in FTAs grows in line with the parties’
technological progress and absorptive capacities (H1)
The stringency of IPRs components has increased with time and the parties’
technological progress (H2), however, no consistent ratcheting up can be show,
and
The global upwards trend in IPR coverage and stringency of protection is largely
driven by developed countries’ agreements (H3).

2. The share of IPRs inclusive FTAs has continued to grow
According to our database,6 by the end of 2015 there were 165 FTAs in force involving AsiaPacific economies, of which 97 agreements include IPRs provisions. 7 This amounts to
approximately 59 per cent of all FTAs in force.
In line with H1 and H2, we see that FTAs have increasingly included clauses on IPRs as the
technological capacity of Asia-Pacific economies has grown and high-tech industries have
taken a more prominent place in their productive structure. Figure 1 illustrates this trend, and
highlights the rapid increase in the number of IPRS inclusive agreements post-2005,
coinciding with the stalling of the Doha round of negotiations at the WTO.

Asia-Pacific Trade and Investment Agreement Database – APTIAD, as updated in March 2016
Including IPRs provisions is defined as including references to IPRs more substantial than a single reference to
the protection of IPRs as a valid carve out from the agreement’s measures, as in the WTO draft treaties. We also
required more substantial mentions than a single general reference to multilateral agreements concerning IPRs
or a general commitment to cooperation. This implies that it is not necessary for an agreement to include an
article or a chapter specific to IPRs to be counted (in which case the number of agreements would fall to 65), this
is because some agreements extensively refer to IPRs throughout the text without actually including an IPRs
specific Chapter or Article.
6
7
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Figure 1: Number IPR inclusive agreements in force involving Asia-Pacific countries
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Of all the Asia-Pacific economies, 34 are involved in IPR inclusive agreements, with 4
agreements being the median number of agreements. Developed countries tend to
participate in more IPR inclusive agreements, and although Turkey is involved with the
largest number of IPRs inclusive agreements, 21, given that Turkey is most actively involved
in all preferential trade agreements, with a grand total of 23, possibly because of Turkey’s
attempt to align itself with the trade policies of the EU. Furthermore, many of Turkey’s
agreements contain relatively light provisions. Singapore follows closely with 18 IPR
inclusive agreements, and Japan and the Republic of Korea are also actively involved, in a
total of 14 and 13 IPR inclusive agreements respectively. Australia and New Zealand
participate in 9 IPR inclusive agreements each.
In the group of developing countries, after Turkey, China comes second with 10 IPR
inclusive agreements, followed by Malaysia with 9 and Thailand with 7. Other Southeast
Asian countries have about 4 to 5 agreements. The countries with least exposure are
Central-Asian developing nations such as Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan,
Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan, each with only one IPR inclusive agreement. Meanwhile, most
small-island developing countries and some LDCs such as Bangladesh, Nepal, and Bhutan
have not entered any IPR inclusive agreements at all. Of all the Asia-Pacific economies,
there are 28 that are not members of any IPR inclusive agreements. Table 1 provides more
information on the number of agreements for selected Asia-Pacific economies.
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Table 1: Statistics on FTA participation for selected Asia-Pacific economies

Total
number of
agreements
23

Number of
IPRs
inclusive
agreements
21

Share of
IPRs
inclusive
agreements
91%

Number of
multilateral
agreements*
3

Year first
agreement
came into
force
1973

Year first
IPRs
inclusive
agreement
came into
force
1992

Singapore

22

18

82%

8

1989

2001

Japan

14

14

100%

1

2002

2002

Korea, Rep. of

17

13

76%

5

1973

2004

China

16

10

63%

3

1976

2005

New Zealand

11

9

82%

3

1981

2001

Malaysia

14

9

64%

8

1989

2005

Australia

13

9

69%

2

1977

2003

Thailand

13

7

54%

7

1989

2005

Viet Nam

9

6

67%

7

1989

2005

Taiwan, POC
Brunei
Darussalam
Philippines

6

6

100%

1

2004

2004

8

6

75%

7

1992

2005

9

5

56%

8

1973

2005

Lao PDR

10

5

50%

8

1976

2005

Indonesia
Russian
Federation
Myanmar

9

5

56%

8

1989

2005

14

4

29%

4

1992

1994

7

4

57%

7

1989

2005

Kazakhstan

11

4

36%

5

1993

1998

India

17

4

24%

6

1976

2005

Cambodia

6

4

67%

6

1992

2005

Pakistan

11

3

27%

6

1973

2007

Hong Kong, China

4

3

75%

0

2003

2011

Georgia

11

3

27%

2

1994

2006

Uzbekistan

9

2

22%

2

1992

1996

Turkmenistan

6

2

33%

2

1993

1995

Tajikistan

9

2

22%

3

1993

2002

Azerbaijan

6

2

33%

3

1993

2006

Kyrgyzstan

10

1

10%

3

1993

2008

Iran, Islamic Rep.

6

1

17%

3

1989

2008

Afghanistan

3

1

33%

2

2003

2008

Country
Turkey

Source: Authors’ own compliation
Note: The table includes only Asia-Pacific economies that participate in at least one IPR inclusive agreement.
* Multilateral agreements are defined simply as agreements with more than two members.

3. FTAs cover all aspects of IPRs
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In order to measure the relative coverage of each FTA, we divide the various aspects of IPR
protection and potential related clauses that may be found in FTAs into 90 distinct issues.
These specific provisions can be classified under seven different categories; (i) WTO
coverage, (ii) cooperation, (iii) international obligations, (iv) tech transfer and access to
technology, (v) competition and consumers, (vi) coverage of specific types of IPR, (vii)
enforcement.
Of the 90 provision types that comprise our database and result in the index score for each
agreement, the two most common inclusions are somewhat lightweight provisions
reaffirming the parties’ commitment to TRIPS (72 counts) and promising further cooperation
with regards to IPRs (66 counts). These are often accompanied by a reaffirmation of the
national and non-discriminatory, and most-favoured nation treatment provisions that area
already provided by TRIPS (28, 24, and 15 counts respectively). International obligations
touch upon reaffirmation to other international agreements that concern IPR, the most
popular are the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (23
counts), and the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (23). References
to the WIPO Copyright Treaty (20 counts), the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty
(18), the Madrid Protocol (14) and the Patent Cooperation Treaty (13) are also typical.
These clauses are somewhat empty clauses, and do not require action nor do they establish
any novel legal circumstances.
However, most of the clauses found in the IPRs inclusive agreements are not simple
boilerplate provisions. Rather, they touch upon important aspects of international IPR
protection, and often serve to complement and augment existing international treaties in line
with H2. With respect to cooperation, the more common clauses include commitments to
share information and build awareness about IPRs, as well as to ensure transparency in the
IPR system (34, 28, and 30 counts respectively). Cooperation clauses are often less actionoriented and typically represent overarching objectives than concrete legal obligations. As
for enforcement, border measures are the most commonplace (40), with criminal measures
(21) and civil measures (20) with half the share of the former. Enforcement clauses are
typically included in treaties that set high standards of IPR protection and require practical
implementation and legislative changes.
In terms of particular IPR topics, geographical indications (GIs) are the most common (44
counts) - supporting H2 (figure 2). This seeming emergence of geographical indications as a
major IPRs instrument is most likely due to the scarcity of international agreements explicitly
concerned with their protection, as opposed to the abundance of multilateral treaties
concerning patents, copyrights, and trademarks. Other popular IPRs topics include plant
varieties (24), industrial designs (31), and the protection of trade secrets (22) which areas
that are not well covered by multilateral treaties. This finding supports the hypothesis of
forum shopping, and indicates that countries are entering into these agreements hoping to
fill the void left by the lack of multilateral agreements. Copyrights and related rights (42 and
38), trademarks (41), and patents (39) are also widely included in FTAs, mostly due to the
broad applicability of each umbrella-topic. Under each umbrella, topics that have no, or only
recent, multilateral coverage are the most popular, including domain names (6), country
names (4) and test-data exemptions (15) for each respective category.
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Figure 2: Incidence of provisions related to different types of IPRs
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4. Assessing the stringency of IPR contents in the FTAs
Under our methodology, each subcategory is graded on a scale of 0-3, in accordance to the
existence and action ability/stringency of the provision. The method uses zero to indicate a
lack of provisions in a specific area of IPRs legislation, 1 to indicate the mere mention of a
type of IPRs as being covered by the agreement, 2 to indicate the existence of weak, nonsubstantial or non-binding provisions and 3 for indicating the existence of substantial binding
provisions.8
Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of index scores along individual agreements. The
agreement with the highest score is that between the US and Australia, followed by KoreaUS. Surprisingly, a number of agreements involving developing countries rank very highly,
and China-Switzerland ranks in third place, followed by Australia-Chile. Developing countries
feature relatively heavily in the top agreements; indeed, 9 out of the 15 top scoring
agreements involve at least one developing country. However, developing countries tend not
to sign such agreements between themselves, and the highest ranked agreement between
only developing countries is that between Costa-Rica and China, ranking in 33 rd place.
Again, that is not to say that developed countries do not sign low ranking agreements at all,
for example, Singapore is shown to have in force some agreements with a very limited
coverage of IPRs.

8
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Figure 4 shows that the stringency and coverage of FTAs have increased over time and
there seems to be some evidence of “ratcheting up” in the past decade. Figure 4a shows
that the average IPR index across all agreements, including those with a score of zero, has
followed an upwards trend in the past two decades. It also highlights how many more
agreements have been signed in more recent years, in particular in the mid 2000’s.
This finding is in line with our expectations that the coverage and stringency of IPR
components will increase in accordance with technological progress that has been greatly
influenced by the globalization and digitalization that began in earnest at the turn of the
millennium. Figure 4b computes the yearly average score over only the agreements that
contain IPR provisions, and it shows that amongst the agreements that include IPRs, their
coverage has been more extensive and stringent over time. So not only has the average
agreement included more IPR provisions in recent years, amongst the agreements that
include IPR provisions, these have gotten more stringent over time too.

10

Figure 3: Distribution of IPR index scores
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5. Comparisons between country groups
a. Developed countries have driven the process

As can be observed from Table 1, developed countries negotiate more IPR inclusive
agreements than their developing country counterparts. This is not explained simply as a
function of their higher likelihood of participating in FTAs, rather, developed countries
mentioned above engage in more FTAs and have a higher share of IPR inclusive
agreements overall. Japan and Taiwan Province of China lead, with all of their agreements
containing IPR provisions. The other Asia-Pacific developed nations all also have relatively
high shares, of about 70 per cent and above.
This provides some prima facie evidence that developed countries are responsible for
driving the trend of higher rates of inclusion of IPRs in FTA’s. Breaking down the
agreements by the development status of signatories further reinforces this notion. This is
because it can be seen that not only are agreements signed between developed countries
highly likely to contain IPR provisions, this is also true of agreements signed between both
developed and developing country members, but not of agreements between developing
countries.
In total, 66 per cent of FTAs with IPR components are concluded with at least one
developed country member (Table 2). In the group of agreements involving exclusively
developed countries, 90 per cent involve IPR provisions. Of those involving at least one
developed country, 79 per cent involve IPR provisions.
Table 2: Statistics by status of members

Year first
agreement
signed

Year first IPR
inclusive
agreement
signed

Total number of
agreements

Number of IPR
inclusive
agreements

Share of IPR
inclusive
agreements

Developing
and developed
countries

1973

1992

57

45

79%

Developing
countries only

1984

1994

87

33

38%

Developed
countries only

1983

2001

21

19

90%

Source: Authors’ own calculation
Note: We use the IMF’s classification of advanced economies to distinguish between developed countries9

In contrast, when developing countries deal with each other, they are much less likely to sign
agreements involving IPRs. The share of IPR inclusive agreements between developing
countries only is of 38 per cent, while they have signed approximately half of all FTAs
currently in force. As can be seen in figure 6, the shares of each category of agreement
9

These countries are classified as in the IMF World Economic Outlook, and can be found here:
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2014/01/pdf/tblpartb.pdf
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have not grown in proportion. Since the year 2000, the number of IPR inclusive developing
countries agreements has remained lower in relation to the other categories (figure 5) with
an average rate of 13 per, compared to 22 and 26 per cent respectively.
Figure 5: IPR inclusive agreements by status of members
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The first agreement to include a developing country came into force in 1992, between
Turkey and EFTA, and although this was followed by some agreements between Ukraine
and other central Asian countries, these were very light agreements with few actionable
provisions.
The next agreement including substantial IPR provisions was signed between Turkey and
the EU and came into force in 1994. Developed Asian countries, i.e. Singapore, Japan,
Australia, and New Zealand, then led the spread of IPR inclusive agreements into East Asia.
It wasn’t until 2005 that South-East Asian developing countries independently entered into
an IPR inclusive agreement, with an agreement between China and ASEAN.
The introduction of IPR inclusive trade agreements into Asia-Pacific by developed countries
also provides some initial anecdotal evidence for the forum-shifting hypothesis. Countries
that have more powerful interests in protecting IPRs will push for their protection, and given
the lack of a multilateral consensus on many new issues of IPRs, new standards of normsetting are sought out through bilateral agreements, or agreements with fewer members.
However, obviously, the coverage of IPRs from agreement to agreement varies vastly, and
IPRs provisions can mean anything from simple reaffirmations of previous multilateral
agreements to the introduction of substantial new policy measures that require action by the
involved parties.
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b. Developing countries sign more FTAs, but their IPRs contents are less stringent

The next interesting question is whether developing countries are following the model of
developed countries, and that they have been locked into signing relatively stringent IPRs
inclusive agreements over time. Figure 6 provides some evidence that this is not the case.
Figure 6: Distribution of agreement scores by member status
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While developing countries are both the most active group in signing FTAs overall and their
share of FTAs with IPRs have grown, the IPR contents are less stringent. Breaking down the
agreement scores by the status of the members – with developed countries defined as the
IMF’s list of 29 advanced economies – shows that the average score is much lower for
agreements signed between only developing countries. This lends some evidence for the
hypothesis that countries sign agreements according to their interests, and countries with
less technologically advanced countries are less likely to sign stringent IPR inclusive
agreements. Indeed, the average for developed countries only agreements is much higher.
The maximum score of the agreements involving developed countries is also much higher
than that of those involving only developing countries. Surprisingly, the maximum score of
developing countries agreements is lower than the average agreement between developed
countries. This lends some evidence for the idea that it really is developed countries that are
pushing for the greater global coverage of IPRs in FTAs. However, the strongest indication
15

for norm setting by developed countries is the fact that agreements between developed and
developing countries are much more similar to agreements signed between developed
countries only rather than developing countries. The distribution of the scores is slightly
lower, but it lies much higher than that of developing countries’ agreements.
However, it must also be pointed out that he minimum score for all three categories of
agreements lies very low at the same point. Hence, not all developed countries’ agreements
include strong coverage of IPR. The fact that IPR norm setting is driven by a few parties with
stronger interests is also visible in the fact that the distribution of agreements tends to be
skewed towards lower values. This is true for all three groups, although to a much greater
extent for developing countries agreements. This skew is also visible in figure 3, which
shows the overall distribution of agreement scores, and which shows that a smaller number
of agreements lie above the relatively low mean score indicated by the red line.

c. The stringency of IPR provisions involving developed countries continues to grow

From figure 7a, it can be seen that it is largely developed countries that have driven the
general tendency for agreement scores to increase. The presence of IPR provision in
agreements has tended to increase, and this is a phenomenon pronounced almost
exclusively in agreements involving developed countries. Indeed, developing country
agreements largely hover around very low scores, and despite a mild increase in average
score in the mid-2000s, the average score fell back to zero in the few years before 2015. In
contrast, agreements involving developed countries have increased in average scores,
although the trend is noisy and the range of average scores from year to year is relatively
large.
Figure 7: Average yearly agreement scores by income category
a) Averages computed over all agreements
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This fact alone does not tell us whether the average IPR inclusive agreement has however
increased in strength and coverage over the same period, only that the average agreement
overall is more likely to cover IPR more stringently than in the past, which is merely a
function of the share of IPR inclusive agreements increasing. Rather, figure 7b points to the
fact that a “ratcheting up” effect is not as clear cut. Figure 7b shows the average agreement
score only for IPR inclusive agreements, and shows that average agreement scores have
increased in the post-2000 years. However, looking solely at that period, it is not clear if the
trend is increasing or not.
These findings lend support to our working hypotheses H3. In particular, the data quoted
above illustrates how the stringency of IPR provisions has grown across all development
categories with developing countries leading the process. The data also disproves the fear
that developing countries would have been subjected to large-scale legal infusions through
the ratcheting up process. Indeed, the data shows that while the stringency of purely
developing country agreements has grown, it has not reached the levels of agreements that
involve a developed partner.
The situation is similar in the case of agreements between developed and developing
countries – their average stringency has not grown exponentially as feared but rather it
shows a tempered increase in line with our expectations concerning exogenous factors such
as technological development (H1). However, these findings are not to say that individual
cases of ratcheting up have not occurred, or that particular developing countries have not
witnessed a cascading effect of increasing IPRs stringency introduced through FTAs.
Rather, we have shown that on the aggregate, the fears of uncontrolled ratcheting up have
not manifested in the time period under consideration.
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6. Technological development and the demand for IPRs
The level of development of a country is highly positively correlated with the strength of
coverage of IPR provisions in a country’s trade agreements. Figure 8 illustrates the positive
relationship between the average agreement score per country and the sophistication of the
country’s Global Innovation Index. The Global Innovation Index is a broad-based measure of
technological sophistication of an economy, and comprises a large variety of information on
innovation and scientific inputs and outputs.10 Of course, this is intuitive since countries with
larger innovation sector will be under more pressure to protect their interests when
negotiating trade agreements as formulated in our H1.
Figure 8: Correlation between IPRs index score and Global Innovation Index, 201511
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More information on the Global Innovation Index can be obtained from:
https://www.globalinnovationindex.org/content/page/GII-Home
11
This relationship is statistically significant at the 1 per cent level.
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Figure 9 further corroborates this point, illustrating how countries’ average IPRs index scores
are positively correlated with their Ginarte-Park IPRs index scores. The Ginarte-Park IPRs
index is a widely used measure of the strength of intellectual property rights protection of
countries’ domestic legislature.12 Unsurprisingly, countries that offer strong domestic IPRs
protection are more likely to seek protection for their interests abroad, and hence the content
of the FTAs they sign are likely to reflect domestic policy vis-à-vis IPRs. Figures 4 and 5 also
resonate with the arguments made for explaining forum shifting as a response to
technological progress. Countries with the most developed technological capacities are
those that have the most interest in establishing new forums for international norm setting.
Figure 9: Correlation between mean IPRs index and Ginarte-Park IPRs index13
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More information on the Ginarte-Park IPR index can be obtained from: Park (2008). The Ginarte-Park IPR
Index is available at Walter G Park’s homepage: http://fs2.american.edu/wgp/www/
13
This relationship is statistically significant at the 1 per cent level.
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7. Forum shopping and multilateral stagnation
Ideally, the concept of forum shopping should be reflected in a negative correlation between
countries’ participation in plurilateral agreements, where these norms can be set globally or
regionally, and their participation in bilateral agreements. However, this is not the case in the
data, as can be seen in Figure 10. Fitting a quadratic indicates a potentially downwards
trend, however this relationship is not statistically significant, and an F-test cannot reject the
null that the correlation is zero even at the 10 per cent level. 14
Figure 10: Relationship between participation in bilateral and plurilateral agreements
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Now we must remain cognizant of the fact that the sample period under study is very short,
and many agreements are relatively young. The sample should also be extended to the
entire world for this finding to make more sense, since many of the countries that have an
interest in norm setting, i.e. the EU, EFTA, the US, etc. will be seeking agreements with nonAsia-Pacific partners, and should be included in the sample for it to make sense. Hence,
further work is required to solidify the findings mentioned above, and for further
extrapolation.
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This is also true of a linear relationship, where the null that the coefficient is equal to zero cannot be rejected
even at the 10 per cent level.
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Summary
We have argued that technological progress, digitalization and globalization generate
constant impetus towards international harmonization and increasingly complex IPRs
legislation. Given that multilateral solutions are in abeyance, we can expect forum shifting on
the part of all countries involved in, or striving towards knowledge driven economies. Forum
shifting will continue to be driven by developed countries; however, we can expect that
forum shifting will be embraced increasing cadre of countries assuming that developing
countries are able to effectively catch-up.
In all likelihood, FTAs will continue to be the main forum for international IPRs norm-setting
into the foreseeable future, largely due to their flexibility and the well-established machinery
behind trade negotiations in most countries today. Consequently, we will see increasing
fragmentation and overlaps as the spaghetti bowls continue to be filled.
However, we argue that the long-run interests of each country will coincide to such an extent
that we will continue to see consistent ratcheting-up leading towards greater international
harmonization of both subject-matter and stringency. This development will be largely driven
by multinational companies and global value chains which benefit from legislative uniformity.
In line with our arguments, we have found that countries within the region have been
involved in a growing number of bilateral and regional preferential trade agreements in line
with their technological progress. In addition, we have found that IPRs in FTAs have indeed
grown in complexity over time in line with technological progress and absorptive capacities.
Finally, we have shown that IPRs in FTAs have become increasingly stringent over time in
line with technological progress and absorptive capacities.
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